Karyometric image analysis for intraepithelial and invasive cervical lesions.
To derive an objective, numeric measure for the progression of intraepithelial and invasive squamous cell cervical lesions. Thin-layer cervical cytology preparations from colposcopically confirmed normal cervix, low grade squamous intraepithelial lesions, high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions and carcinoma were identified from a cross-sectional study. Fifty-nine cases representing 4 diagnostic categories were selected, and 2,375 nuclei from epithelial cells representative of the diagnostic category were randomly selected for imaging and measurement from these cases. Additionally, 1,378 visually normal appearing intermediate cells from low and high grade squamous intraepithelial lesions, as well as from carcinoma cases, were identified for analysis. The nuclei were quantitatively characterized, and discriminant analyses were performed to derive a progression curve from normal cytology to carcinoma. The lesion signatures show a clear increase in nuclear abnormality with increasing progression. A progression curve was derived based on mean discriminant function scores for each diagnostic category and on the mean nuclear abnormality values for the nuclei in each category, as expressed by their deviation in feature values from normal reference nuclei. A numeric assessment of lesion progression for cervical precancerous and cancerous lesions based on karyometric measurements is possible and may provide an objective, precise characterization of each lesion as well as a basis for improved performance in automated cytology-based cervical cancer screening.